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Abstract. Recommender systems are a classical example for machine
learning applications, however, they have not yet been used extensively
in health informatics and medical scenarios. We argue that this is due to
the speciﬁcs of benchmarking criteria in medical scenarios and the multitude of drastically diﬀering end-user groups and the enormous contextcomplexity of the medical domain. Here both risk perceptions towards
data security and privacy as well as trust in safe technical systems play
a central and speciﬁc role, particularly in the clinical context. These
aspects dominate acceptance of such systems. By using a Doctor-in-theLoop approach some of these diﬃculties could be mitigated by combining
both human expertise with computer eﬃciency. We provide a three-part
research framework to access health recommender systems, suggesting to
incorporate domain understanding, evaluation and speciﬁc methodology
into the development process.
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1

Introduction and Motivation

What should I read next? [1] What should I watch next? What product will I ﬁnd
interesting? These are typical questions that traditional recommender systems
are designed for. Recommender systems help sieve through large amounts of data
in determining options that are most relevant to the task the user has in mind. If
the user is a customer using an online retailing platform, recommender systems
are pervasive. Almost everyone has seen Amazon’s “Other customers have also
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bought XYZ” suggesting other products that are relevant to the current search
request. Research in recommender systems in e-commerce focus on algorithms,
interaction patterns and evaluation. Typical objects of applications are movies,
music, documents, or products.
While the choices made by customers can be described as being low-risk,
decisions made in other domains may have more severe consequences for the end
user. In particular in the area of health and medicine, the limiting resource is
the (possibly) non-replenish-able health of the patient. The recommender system
should not only avoid failures and support decision making, but it should also
understand the patient, the attitudes, the requirements, the values in the context of disease and health management. This makes the applicability of health
recommender systems more tricky.
First, we must clarify where recommender systems are applied in the health
domain? What are the options to be recommended? Does the system oﬀer therapy suggestions to a doctor or do we supply nutrition-based food recommendations? Both systems are drastically diﬀerent, yet share inherently similar risks,
either for the individual, for the society as a whole, or both.
No framework exists that unites the speciﬁcity of health related recommender
systems in order to provide both guidance to develop, and metrics to evaluate
a health recommender system. In this article we aim to provide a review of
recommender systems, how they have been applied in health scenarios, and how
we think a framework can help in creating better health recommender systems.

2

Glossary and Key Terms

In order to make this article more understandable for researchers that have no
prior experience in recommender systems. We ﬁrst provide a glossary and some
key terms that are relevant in this article.
2.1

General Terminology

Patients are typically persons that are in some kind of medical care. In health
recommender systems patients (and in some cases users) must not necessarily be
suﬀering from an illness. Health recommender systems may largely be applied
as preventive measures, as well.
Machine Learning (ML) addresses the question of how to design algorithms
that improve automatically through experience [2] - the focus is on doing it
automatically (aML) without a human-in-the-loop [3].
interactive Machine Learning (iML) can be deﬁned as learning algorithms that
can interact with both computational agents and human agents and can optimize
their learning behaviour through these interactions [4], by bringing in a humanin-the-loop [5].
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Recommender Systems Terminology

Users – People that use the system and receive recommendations. Users also
provide the ratings for items.
Items – The items that are being recommended (e.g. movies, products, hotels,
etc.).
Ratings – Ratings refer to the choices of users in relation to items. Ratings can be
explicit, by e.g. tagging a product, or implicit (e.g. opening a document, buying
a product). Ratings can be Boolean, ordinal or numeric in nature, requiring
diﬀerent algorithms in implementation.
Content – The data from within the items that can be analyzed for recommendation. When documents are recommended, typically the content of the document.
In many cases also meta-data.
Task – The reason why a user uses the system (e.g. to ﬁnd a movie to watch).
Often a set of interdependent tasks are relevant.
Context – The sum of all contextual factors that inﬂuence the use and evaluation
of the recommender system and their interactions.
Sparse Matrix – A matrix that contains mostly the value 0. In user-item matrices,
we often have many users and many items and only few ratings for individual
users and items.
Cold start problem – When a new item or new user enters the system, we have
very little information on the user to base recommendations on.
Coverage – Coverage refers to the criterion that addresses, whether all items in
the database are getting recommended [6]. Recommenders that only recommend
the most bought items, reach low coverage.
Serendipty – Serendipity refers to the criterion that addresses, whether recommended items are unexpected to the user. Novel unexpected items — serendipitous ﬁnds — can be a core beneﬁts of a recommender.

3

Recommender Systems

The purpose of a recommender system is to ﬁnd items that are relevant to
the user, based on the users previous decisions. Recommender systems use these
decisions and the decisions of other users to establish what may be relevant to the
user. The ﬁrst “recommender system” can be traced back to the Tapestry system
developed at XEROX Park [7]. The initial idea was the concept of collaborative
ﬁltering. Users would tag interesting items to allow other users to browse these
items by tags. The principles behind collaborative ﬁltering are still being used
in recommender systems [8].
Research then quickly focused on identifying similarities within documents.
This allowed to rely not only on the opaque choices of users but also on the
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content of the recommended items, hence the name content-based ﬁltering [9].
Quickly hybrid approaches appeared, merging both content-based and collaborative ﬁltering [10].
Modern recommender systems often use compositional approaches, combining multiple recommender algorithms to an overall solution [11]. Techniques from
other ﬁelds of computer science also ﬁnd their way into recommender systems
research. For example, social network analysis is used to augment recommendations [12] with data from relevant peers. Here, research on trust-based recommendation [13,14] has shown, that recommendations given by trusted peers are more
likely to be helpful than generic algorithmic solutions. Recent approaches have
also used methods like deep learning [15,16] to uncover the non-linear structure
of preference in users.
Overall, we can say that research focuses on algorithms, data sets, evaluation criteria and interfaces for recommender systems. To each of those areas
we provide a short introduction in the following sections. We then see, what of
this work has been applied to health recommender systems, and what still needs
work.
3.1

Algorithms

One typical research area, also the one with the strongest focus, is the underlying
motor of the recommender system – the recommendation algorithm. Several
approaches are used depending on the context of use. This sections aims to give
a quick overview over the ﬁeld of algorithms in recommender systems. It is by
no-means extensive, but aims to help the reader to understand later parts of this
article where algorithms are used.
Collaborative Filtering relies on the individual ratings of all users. It tries to
identify items that are relevant for the user, or related to other items that have
received positive ratings by the user. For this purpose a user-item matrix is used
(see Fig. 1 on the left). This matrix simply contains the ratings of the users for
all items. When a user has not rated an item, the cell remains empty. Typically
this is a sparse-matrix. Various methods are used to impute the empty cells. This
imputation is a prediction of a rating from a user for a given item. Predictions of
high ratings can be used as recommendations. Some of these methods are given
here:
– Row mean – By utilizing the mean of the row we average the users rating and
return an non-informative rating, matching the users average judgment.
– Column Mean – By using the mean of the column we utilize how users have
rated a particular item on average.
– Combined – We can use both means to adjust the prediction of an item to the
respective users rating behavior.
– Row based cosine similarity - The vector cosine allows comparing the similarity
of two vectors. The cosine is 1 if vectors are the same and 0 if they are
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Fig. 1. Non-negative matrix factorization. By factorizing the user-item-matrix on the
left, we can extract latent commonalities (d) of both users and items and calculate
recommendations faster.

orthogonal. We can use this to ﬁnd similar users and use their rating as a
means of prediction.
– Column based cosine similarity – This can be used to ﬁnd similar items and
using them for recommendations immediately.
In order to improve run-time performance and to overcome the sparse-matrix
and a part of the cold-start problem, we can use matrix-factorization to determine latent commonalities (here d) of both users and items (see Fig. 1). Matrix
factorization has been found to be superior to nearest neighbor procedures and
allows to integrate additional information (implicit feedback, temporal information, etc.) [17].
The natural extension of matrix factorization is tensor-decomposition. When
information on ratings contains a third dimension of information (e.g. locationdata, social preferences [18], context [19], etc.), we can encode this information
in additional tensor dimensions. In order to apply similar procedures, we can
no longer rely on matrix factorization, but must use tensor decomposition to
compute recommendations [20].
Depending on the runtime-complexity of calculating latent preferences, different approaches exist, when incorporating new ratings. If complexity is high,
diﬀerent recommendation techniques can be combined to address users who are
new to the system and thus not adequately represented. This can be done until
the latent preferences have been updated.
Content-Based Filtering uses meta-data or features from individual items
to open the black-box of the non-descriptive “item-id”. In document recommendation typically text-mining methods are used for feature extraction. A typical
text-mining pipeline would include the following steps, and yields a vector-space
model :
1. Term-Document Matrix – Used to store a bag of words model of all documents.
2. Stop-Word Deletion – Used to remove words that are not predictive (e.g.
“this”)
3. Stemming – Using the stem of a word only (e.g. “walk” instead of “walking”).
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4. N-Gram Detection – Finding words that appear frequently together which
are used as a singular term (e.g. “recommender system”).
5. TF-IDF – Used to weight words in accordance with their relative importance
for the document at hand.
6. Latent-Semantic Indexing – Using singular value decomposition on the termdocument-matrix to incorporate semantic information in the extended vector
space model.
As the end result we have three matrices that can be used to compute similar
documents, based on the semantic similarity of documents. As an alternative
approach we could use Latent-Dirichlet Allocation in order to identify topics in
documents and ﬁnd documents with similar topic-distributions. These similarity
measures can be used in a similar fashion as in the collaborative ﬁltering. When
the recommended items are not documents, one must consider what are features
of items that are relevant for recommendations (e.g. product features, actors in
movies, etc.).
3.2

Data Sets

In 2006 Netﬂix1 released a part of their users’ ratings data sets. They proposed
a challenge open for anyone, to train an algorithm to outcompete their implementation in predicting ratings of the remaining (unpublished) data. The Netﬂix
price spiked the development in recommender algorithms and yielded Bellkor’s
Pragmatic Chaos algorithm [21]. The algorithms were measured against the rootmean square error (RMSE) of their predictions with the actual data. Interestingly, this algorithm was never included in the Netﬂix system. Partly because the
algorithm was optimizing against an irrelevant metric. In 2006, Netﬂix believed
that by reducing the RMSE, better recommendations could be achieved. But the
RMSE can also be reduced by optimally predicting the ratings of movies, which
in the lowest interest of the users. This might reduce RMSE but helps only little
with good recommendations.
Other data sets exist from bibsonomy (scientiﬁc publications), delicious
(bookmarked hyperlinks), ﬂixster, movielens, movietweetings (all on movies),
million songs dataset (music), and ta-feng (grocercy shopping bags from
Belgium). Further data sets are described at the RecSysWiki 2 .
3.3

Evaluation of Recommender Systems

As we have seen before, the criterion, against which a recommender system is
evaluated, is critical to its success. Traditionally, recommender system algorithms
were evaluated based on criteria borrowed from information retrieval or signal
detection theory. Typical metrics are [22]:
1
2

Netﬂix is an online movie provider.
http://www.recsyswiki.com/wiki/Category:Dataset.
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– Precision – The percentage of relevant items that are correctly recommended
out of all recommended items.
– Recall – The fraction of items that are recommended from all relevant items.
Also called sensitivity.
– F-Measure – The F-Measure is the harmonic mean of both precision and recall.
It combines both measures into a single metric (see also Fig. 2).
– ROC-Curve – The reciever operating characteristic is a plot that visualizes
the change of true positives against false positives depending on the sensitivity
threshold. A sensitivity threshold must be chosen, as typical output of algorithms is mostly never clearly 1 (recommend) or 0 (do not recommend). The
ROC-Curve helps determining optimal thresholds and compare algorithms
against each other independently of the selected threshold.
– RSME – The root-square mean error is a measure that can be used to compare
predictions against real data. By calculating the squared error for all items and
then taking the root of the mean of the squared errors, we receive a value that
penalizes strong deviations and is relatively forgiving to small deviations. This
yields a weighted score which increases, when predictions diﬀer more strongly
from real values, and decreases when predictions become more accurate.
But as the Netﬂix price showed, that reducing error alone does not help
in creating a better recommender. Ge et al. therefore argued to move beyond
recommendation accuracy [23]. In a recommendation scenario often only the ﬁrst
k items are viewed by the user. If none of these are relevant, a user might go to
a diﬀerent website and not buy anything, in an e-commerce setting. This idea
yields the k-top recommendations metrics (i.e. how many of the k-top items does
the algorithm correctly ﬁnd for all users?). But also measures such as serendipity
(i.e. are items new?) and coverage (i.e. are all items being recommended?) are
important, because users do not want to see their most beloved movies over and
over again.

Fig. 2. Visualization of three metrics in a recommendation example: precision, recall
and F-measure
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Interfaces and Interactive Recommender Systems

When considering the whole recommender system in real usage scenarios, it
became clearer that not only the algorithm needs to be evaluated [24]. The
interface and HCI of a recommender system are equally important in how a user
interacts with a recommender system.
This led to the design of user-centered evaluation frameworks. Most famous
the work by Knijenburg et al. [25] and Pu et al. [26]. The work of Knijenburg et al. suggests that depending on domain knowledge, diﬀerent types of
interactions are most helpful to the user. Novices and “maximizers” prefer toprecommendations, while experts prefer hybrid-approaches combining implicit
and explicit preferences.
Pu et al. shifted the focus of evaluation on technology acceptance. The new
criteria were categorized as perceived quality, user believes, user attitudes and
behavioral intentions. Under user perceived quality we summarize the perceived quality of recommendations (e.g. accuracy, familiarity, novelty, etc.), the
interaction adequacy (e.g. adequacy of expression of ratings, explanations, etc.),
and the interface adequacy (e.g. layout adequacy, clarity, etc.). The perceived
quality then inﬂuences the users’ beliefs about the recommender system. User
beliefs concern the perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and control and
transparency of the system. The users’ attitudes refer to the attitude the user
has in regard to the recommender systems. These encompass attitudes such as
overall satisfaction, conﬁdence and trust in the recommendations. Lastly diﬀerent types of behavioral intentions can be measured on the base of cognitive
and motivational attitudes of users. The user can either be willing to use the
system, buy a product, continue to use the system or even inﬂuence his social
circle to use the system.
As the evaluation of recommender systems took a turn to the user, of course
the interface to the recommender became more important. In their review on
interactive recommender systems, He et al. [27] reveal that interactive recommender systems aim at fulﬁlling the evaluation criteria transparency. By visualizing items in non-list based manners, and by showing how a recommendations
come together, the results are more transparent to the users. Some of these
interfaces are designed to foster exploration [1] and serendipity, others to provide overview and explanations [28].
Although the HCI part of recommender systems has become increasingly
important, it still takes a smaller part in recommender research overall [29].
In particular, aspects such as user-control, aﬀective interfaces and high risk
domains — such as health — have not had a large share of research.
3.5

Health Recommender Systems

Not much previous work on applying recommender system in health informatics
or medicine exists. As of June 5th 2016 only 17 articles are found when searching
for the terms “recommender system health” in web of science. The oldest article
is from 2007 and the most cited article has only 14 citations. Wiesner and Pfeifer
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[30] distinguish between two scenarios: the ﬁrst scenario targets health professionals as end-users of health recommender systems. The second scenario targets
patients as end-users. Health professionals can beneﬁt from recommender systems to retrieve additional information for a certain case, such as related clinical
guidelines or research articles. The second scenario focuses on delivering high
quality, evidence based, health related content to end-users. Most other articles
that we have reviewed target patients as end-users. Objectives include delivering
relevant information to end-users that is trustworthy, as in the work of Wiesner
and Pfeifer [30], lifestyle change recommendations [31] and improving patient
safety [32]. The latter category for instance includes research on how to use recommender systems to suggest relevant information about interactions between
diﬀerent drugs, in order to avoid health risks. Lifestyle change recommendations
focus among others on suggesting users how to improve their eating [33,34],
exercising or sleeping behavior.
In their research statement Fernandez-Luque et al. [35] argue, that using
recommender systems for personalized health education does not take advantage
of the increasing amount of educational resources available freely on the web. As
one reason, diﬃculties in ﬁnding and matching content is given.
In a short review on health recommender systems by Sezgin & Ozkan [36]
provided at the EHB 2013, the authors emphasize the increasing importance of
Health Recommender Systems (HRS). The authors argue, that these systems
are complementary tools used to aid decision making processes in all health care
services. These systems show a potential to improve the usability of health care
devices by reducing the information overload generated from medical devices
and software and thus improve their acceptance.
The 2016 ACM Conference on Recommender Systems conference featured a
workshop on engendering health with recommender systems, where many of the
topics from this article were discussed.

4

A Framework for Health Recommender Systems

In order to successfully develop a health recommender system, additional criteria
and procedures must be incorporated to ensure the success of such a system. The
area of health or medical recommender systems faces several challenges that
make it speciﬁc and intricate.
First of all, there is no clear task deﬁnition for recommender systems in
health. The purpose of a recommender system depends on the item being recommend. In a health scenarios various items are imaginable. For example, a
rather typical recommender system in a mobile device could recommend physical activities that match the current user situation to improve their health. An
patient with arthritis and obesity could beneﬁt more from physical activity recommendations that put no additional strain on already inﬂamed joints. Going
for a walk will be more pleasurable, if weather conditions are good. Another,
very diﬀerent example of a health recommender could be a system that proposes diﬀerent forms of cancer therapies to both a doctor and the patient. The
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Fig. 3. Three steps to consider when developing a health recommender system. These
steps should be incorporated as an extension of typical steps.

system could integrate patient properties such as other illnesses, additional medication, job requirements, and family situation to recommend optimal therapies
and alternatives. It could visualize duration, experience and possible side-eﬀects
of multiple therapies and thus increase the patients control over their situation.
The recommender system could be a communication tool that is used by both
doctor and patient to help make diﬃcult decisions.
In both scenarios the underlying algorithms can be taken from recommender
systems research, but serve drastically diﬀerent purposes and thus change the
requirements to the recommender system.
In order to help understand the design space of such recommender systems,
we propose the use of three additional design steps (see Fig. 3) when conceiving a
health recommender system. Each step proposes guidance questions or additional
methods and procedures to enrich the contextual picture of the usage scenario.
We propose to extend the traditional recommender system design procedure to
encompass theses additional requirements.
4.1

Understanding the Domain

First, we believe that diﬀerent questions are necessary in understanding the
application domain. As with any other recommendation domain, we must ﬁrst
understand what the recommended item is. Possible categories are:
– Food/Nutritional Information – Providing recommendations to optimize nutrition. May be applied to compensate malnutrition, reduce weight or to prevent
certain food-based illnesses [33,34]. Recommendations could be food replacement items [37,38], diﬀerent meals [39], or additions to a diet. The complex
nature of taste [40] and its temporal and social dependencies [41] have to be
considered.
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– Physical exercise/Sport – Providing recommendations on what physical activities to perform. May be applied to help in ﬁnding activities that are interesting
and motivating and also match the users requirements and needs. A recommender could also include location-data and weather data to ﬁnd activities
that are optimal for the users context.
– Diagnosis – Providing recommendations on likely diagnoses of a patient to a
doctor or nurse. An approach using this recommendation item can be very
similar to case-based reasoning approaches. By adding recommendations and
linking them to therapy options, further value can be created.
– Therapy/Medication – Providing recommendations about the variety of possible options that may be applicable. A recommender system could address
either/both patient and professional in ﬁnding a patient-speciﬁc therapy. The
therapy, as mentioned in the example before, could include various patient
properties and visualize diﬀerent outcome criteria. Recommender systems
could create personalized-health solely from data-analysis.
The second important question is, who are the users for the domain at hand?
Typically the system is designed for an end-user, who can be either healthy or
already a patient. But health recommender systems may extend their audience
to health professionals such as doctors and nurses. Beyond these obvious new
stakeholders pharmacists, clinicians, researchers and also policy makers could
beneﬁt from health recommender systems. Reducing the cost of health care in
general could be a goal of recommender systems.
The third big part of the domain is the usage context. The context contains
both the multifactorial goal setting, as well as contextual factors that inﬂuence
how items are recommended and how they should be presented. By multifactorial goal setting we mean that health goals are not following a singular dimension.
While naively we might think that the “most healthy” option is the one that
should be recommended, diﬀerent domain-speciﬁc criteria play a role in evaluating an item. For example, what is healthy for one patient could be dangerous for
another (e.g. diuretics and other blood pressure lowering agents are dangerous
for patients with diabetes, gout, etc.). It is necessary to include side-eﬀect reduction as a goal. Beyond these immediate health-related outcomes, other outcomes
such as costs, applicability (e.g. is the patient able to perform a daily subcutaneous injection) or changes in quality of life are important to consider. The
impact of individual goals is also expected to diﬀer strongly between diﬀerent
diseases. One can easily imagine that the relative importance of diﬀerent goals
vary drastically from one another for illnesses such as gout, cancer, depression or
allergies. The goals can both be ﬁnding alternatives or ﬁnding optimal solutions.
Thus the recommender system could very easily become a decision support system, depending on the dimensions of the search-space. Some illnesses have very
few eﬀective therapies, while other illnesses may have a multitude of tools that
still only help to alleviate symptoms. In the latter scenarios complex recommendations (i.e. one therapy per symptom) could be the outcome of a recommender.
The overall compatibility with the patients predispositions could be judged as
the quality of a recommendation. It is also important to consider that some
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patients may value quality of life over longevity. A cancer patient might refuse
painful therapy in order to enjoy the last few months at home rather than in a
hospital. Optimizing for highest probable health outcome, by comparing eﬃcacy
of diﬀerent medicines, could be an obvious solution but not necessarily the one
a patient might have chosen in retrospect.
The fourth area of the domain is the availability of data. While typical
areas of recommendations — such as movies — have the beneﬁt of having publicly available data-sets, which can be used to train and test algorithms, data
sets for health recommendations are rare. Some of the problems stem from the
intrinsically more complex nature of health data. Health data is often unstructured, incomplete, non-standardized and stems from various sources. Large parts
of data are not generated in a computer (as typical recommendations are) but
stem from paper-based health-records that are often digitized afterwards. Additionally, the type of data may diﬀer. While we have large nutritional databases,
understanding what food stuﬀs serve as tasteful replacements is not fully understood. Also diﬀerent brands of similar food stuﬀs make recommendations harder
to do. IBM Watsons chef for example recommends dishes using IBM Watson
technology. But simply trying to exclude sugar from recipes, requires to exclude
19 diﬀerent types of sugar.
To make things more complicated health data has inherent privacy issues.
Non-anonymized patient data in the hand of insurance companies, can be in the
disinterest of the patient.
Stakeholders who are relevant besides the user should also be considered.
In cases of health recommenders for food, for example, not only the user is
aﬀected by the system. Food is (most) often consumed in groups, thus individual
preferences of multiple users inﬂuence the possibility of choices. Very speciﬁc
choices or recommendations (e.g. low-carb, low-fat, sugar-free gluten-free, vegan)
might be contradictory with each other. In such cases it is thinkable, that the
group preference might overturn the recommended solution. Another approach
could be to ﬁnd group recommendations [41]. In another scenario, the parents
of a child that suﬀers from diabetes are core stakeholders. Moreover, any family
care givers could also beneﬁt from high quality health recommender systems, as
they might be the ones administering the care.
4.2

Evaluation of Health Recommender Systems

The criteria mentioned in this section should be considered as additions to typical
evaluation criteria of recommender systems (e.g. [26,42,43]).
As with any medical technology it is crucial to measure and benchmark
health recommender systems, particularly in regard to user acceptance [44] and
satisfaction. By tailoring the services or devices to the individual user needs,
demands and requirements, future research issues are uncovered. This includes
user diversity research, not just in regard to user tailored results, but also in
regard to the user interface of a recommender system [45]. Questionable quality
will not be acceptable in a health recommender system.
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To enable benchmarking, more comprehensive quality measures must be
sought, and more speciﬁc theoretical and experimental frameworks should
be investigated [43]. The overemphasis of accuracy metrics and underrepresentation of metrics such as serendipity and coverage pose a serious problem
in typical recommender systems, but how do they apply to health recommender
systems?
In particular rare diseases are important in this regard. Rare disease are
individually rare, but there a many diﬀerent rare diseases, making patients with
rare diseases a non-rare phenomenon. Therefore, the question of serendipity and
coverage, i.e. ﬁnding “interesting” as well as ﬁnding all relevant results, is also
important for health recommender systems.
Algorithms exist to trade-oﬀ serendipity and coverage [23] for improved
accuracy, e.g. by recommending items with more data. And since all three of
these measure are important to users in many applications, designing algorithms
in such a fashion may be adequate, but less useful in medical scenarios. Here a
DiL approach could also be helpful by integrating the doctor in the algorithm.
Judgments that are inherently human [46] (e.g. what is interesting?) can be
integrated in the recommendation process, but we will need more comprehensive measures of quality combining accuracy, serendipity and coverage, to allow
algorithm designer to improve trade-oﬀs adjusted to medical scenarios in DiL
settings.
Another very important research issue is trust in recommender systems [13].
This is particularly true for health recommender systems, as they shall be used
to provide end users with more proactive and personalized information relevant
to their health. But, there are still many open research questions considering
trust, privacy and intimacy in the use of medical technology. User diversity
plays a role, with an emphasis on gender and age [44].
This is important in regard to user satisfaction. Herlocker et al. [43] suggest to look deeper into modeling user satisfaction, with the aim of predictive
satisfaction models. In the case of health recommender systems, this prediction
is peculiar, as there are diﬀerent relevant user groups. Diﬀerences in expertise,
overview knowledge, but also tasks must be understood to create recommender
systems suitable to health practitioners, clinical doctors, biomedical researchers,
care givers and patients, alike.
As the outcome of health recommendations are inherently uncertain, communication of this uncertainty is highly important. Finding ways to visualize
uncertainty in a set of recommendations is crucial to allow the user to evaluate the option adequately. This problem is linked to the risk and duration of
the consequence of a choice. Picking a bad movie may cost you 90 min of your
life; picking a bad therapy could reduce quality of life for many years. This
changes how typical evaluation criteria (e.g. k-top recommendations precision)
are judged. One bad option in the ﬁrst few recommendations could have drastic
outcomes. The designer of a health recommender systems must be careful and
act responsibly in both generating recommendations and communicating them.
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Under the assumption that the user of the system has perfect access to the
desired options, the eﬀectiveness of such a system must still be evaluated in
regard to the users external behavior. Behavioral evaluations must be considered to measure the eﬀectiveness of a health recommender system. For example,
when giving recommendations about activities to conduct to improve ﬁtness, the
recommender system must track what activities have actually been conducted.
In the case of smoking cessation [47], the system has a harder time to measure
its eﬀectiveness, as users might want to skip reporting that they have smoked
a cigarette because of social desirability. Some health recommenders may also
aim at long term behavioral changes and these must be tracked somehow, too.
The risks of ignoring behavioral changes in long-term evaluations, could lead to
short term recommendations, that are helpful to many users in the short-term,
but conﬂict with long term goals (e.g. crash diets) [48].
Measuring actual health impact is also important. Even when the users
show long term adherence to recommended health behaviors, the next question
is whether the conducted changes in behavior or therapy lead to the desired
changes in health. We must consider which health parameters to assess and
which medical tests to employ to ensure medical eﬀectiveness. For example,
crash diets may lead to reduced body weight (a superﬁcial health parameter),
but mostly because of reducing body muscle mass. This leads to rebounding
eﬀects because of reduced metabolism. Long-term weight loss is burdened.
Before such an approach can be implemented in real-world medicine, it must
be assured that such systems are suﬃciently trustworthy [13]. Publicly accessible systems such as collaborative recommenders pose a security risk, as normal
end-users cannot be distinguished from potential attackers. Beyond these technical risks, such attacks may lead to a continuous degradation of trust in the
objectivity and accuracy of such a system. Therefore, a cornerstone of future
research is in modeling such attacks and examine their impact on recommending algorithms. Hybrid algorithms in a DiL paradigm could provide a higher
degree of robustness to such attacks [49].
Furthermore we must consider ethical considerations of recommender systems. (e.g. what do we do when health parameters used as an indicator for disease seem to not correlate with actual disease [50]). The principle of “ﬁrst do
no harm” should be kept in mind [48]. A recommender system might unintentionally provide health guidance that could — in the hand of a person suﬀering
from a mental illness — steer a patient in an unhealthy direction (e.g. dieting
tips for anorexic patients).
4.3

Methods to Design Health Recommender Systems

Third we need a framework to help us design a health recommender system in
collaboration with the end-users. The aim in designing a recommender system
for health should always integrate the end users. A framework needs to integrate
tools that bring together the requirements of the domain and the evaluation
criteria for the speciﬁc application. These tools should help the designer focus
on the user and put the user-perspective ﬁrst.
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We think the ﬁrst tool crucial to success, is the use of participatory design
[51,52]. When health is the end-goal of a recommender system, the user should
get an active say in designing their system. This helps identifying actual user
needs and creates identiﬁcation with the future system. When users design the
system, the recommender system is not a tool devised by “Big Pharma” to
optimize sales, but can become their personal assistant helping them to overcome health burdens that are meaningful to them. It may also alleviate privacy
concerns [53]. The challenging part is to extrapolate existing methodology to
allow large-scale co-creation and participation. We need tools that allow users
to customize their own recommender system and to communicate needs more
directly.
In scenarios were users are too remote, or too uninformed to directly cocreate, methods such as design thinking [54] can be employed, to ensure that
users problems are the focus of the system and not some accuracy metric.
The second tool we think is essential to any health recommender system,
is the use of diﬀerential privacy [55]. Diﬀerential privacy allows the sharing of data without revealing individual identities. Typical methods include
k-anonymity or l-diversity [56], which work by revealing only the amount of data
that can be traced back to a group of at least k people. L-diversity additionally integrates the diﬀerences in sensitivity of diﬀerent data ﬁelds. Beyond these
purely IT-based privacy tools, it is necessary to communicate privacy concerns
to the end user. Users are often not aware of privacy risks and behave in manners
that contradict their long-term interests. On the other hand many users openly
agree with sharing private information, even when aware of risks. Finding the
matching trade-oﬀ between privacy and utility for the individual user group or
user is crucial to implementing health recommender systems [57]. In this context,
individual factors play a decisive role. As such, the level of knowledge about privacy threats in the Internet is important [58], but also diﬀerent risk perceptions,
as well as the level of digital competency [59], which is often related to age and
technology generation [60,61]. Factual (technical) privacy threat is furthermore
not identical with risk perceptions. The perceived beneﬁts from sharing the data
in the medical context is seen diﬀerent than sharing the data in a less sensitive
ﬁeld [58,62,63]. In addition, users are much more reluctant to share data in personal spaces, when data relate to intimacy contexts, such as homes [64] or the
sharing of physiological data [65].
The third tool to incorporate is adequate uncertainty and risk communication (e.g. risk-ladders, shaded error-bars, etc.) [29,66]. Communication goes
in both directions – to the user and to the recommender. Users should be able
to communicate uncertainty in their input methods, to ensure understanding on
the algorithm’s side [67]. As the end users may also have diﬀering models of risk
and diﬀerent degrees of understanding statistics and uncertainty, it is crucial to
address all levels of risk-literacy (e.g. absolute or natural frequencies [68]).
Furthermore, eﬀective and eﬃcient visualizations should be used, when
displaying health data. The visualization of data should address the purpose
of the recommender system and regard the end user and their intentions.
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A methodology to ensure this is the Design Study Methodology [69], which has
been shown to be eﬀective even in visual recommender system design [28,70].
Creating a visualization in a recommender fosters the users willingness to explore
options and help explain individual recommendations [71]. The challenge is that
the inﬂuence of user diversity has not yet been fully investigated in information
visualization [72]. Since individual diﬀerences might play a leveraging role in
personalized health applications it is crucial to strengthen research in this areas.
Lastly, assisting medical professionals in a doctor-in-the-loop (DiL) approach is a new paradigm in information driven medicine [73]. It pictures the
doctor not only as a consumer of digital information, but also as a someone who
can interactively manipulate algorithms and tools. The doctor as a ﬁnal authority inside the loop of an expert system can make sure that expert knowledge
is integrated in the decision making process, by ﬁnding patterns and supplying
tacit knowledge, while the recommender system can integrate patient data as
well as treatment results and possible (side-)eﬀects related to previous decisions.
The DiL-concept can thus be seen as an extension of use of knowledge discovery for the enhancement of medical treatments together with human expertise:
The expert knowledge of the doctor is enriched with additional information and
expert know-how [74–76].

5

Conclusion

Recommender systems are applied in almost all ﬁelds of commercial web applications helping users to ﬁnd products and services relevant and interesting to
them. They are used to help ﬁnd interesting information, scientiﬁc documents,
and collaborators. But even in these areas further research is required [77]. In
the future, we will hopefully see health recommender systems integrating experts
in the algorithms, thus combining human expertise with computer eﬃciency to
improve medical care for patients, care giver and doctors, providing better health
for everyone.
The framework that we have suggested (see Fig. 4) in this article is considered
to guide a developer into getting a holistic picture of the constraints that a
medical application gives. A medical application is often judged against all of
these (and many more) criteria, and inadequately addressing one of these aspects
ensures failure of the recommender system and loss of trust in the recommender
systems for health in general.
It is of utmost importance to mention that this framework is not an extensive one. It does not address any aspects of law, policy, and medicine directly.
Developers should take an interdisciplinary approach seriously when designing a
health recommender system. Seek out professionals from these ﬁeld, when considering developing a health recommender system. Our framework merely looks
at the challenge from a HCI perspective extending into the areas of communication, information visualization and technology acceptance.
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Fig. 4. The three parts of our research framework for developing health recommender
systems.

6

Future Work

The future of health recommender systems strongly relies on interdisciplinary
collaboration and collaboration across organizational borders. Recommender
systems have started to ﬂourish when data sets become public and quality metrics became available. We hope to see more open data sets for health recommender system that are helpful in designing algorithms, testing user experience
and developing new metrics for the ﬁeld of health recommender systems. Crucial
in this regard is to respect privacy and anonymity, by some means provided earlier in this article. Next to oﬄine evaluations possible through these data sets,
it is worth noting that online evaluations still play an extensive role in evaluating a recommender system. User actual reactions might diﬀer drastically from
predictions made from oﬄine data [78].
How diﬀerent types of user-diversity (e.g. personality) can be used to
improve recommendations has not been fully explored [79]. Even more so for
the ﬁeld of health recommender systems. As one long-term trend of recommender systems could be their integration as a personal assistant —think Siri or
Cortana— it will become necessary to think about what health assistant users
will want to have [80]. While some users might prefer a purely informative style of
assistance others might want an assistant that is responsible for their decisions.
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Can a recommender system be responsible for its recommendations? Can the
developer be held responsible?
When health recommender systems have been more established, new metrics
can be designed to economize recommendations. Sharing data is a form a giving
monetary value and receiving helpful recommendations has ﬁnancial value as
well. We think that research should also address this aspect of hidden transactions and develop metrics to measure the price and value of recommendations not just from a user perspective, but also from a societal perspective. We
are not arguing that users should think of recommendations as a product, but
any viable recommender system will be used commercially and the consequences
will have monetary eﬀects on end users. Understanding the intricacies of how
this aspect inﬂuences usage of a recommender system is important and should
be included in the system design. Models from game-theory could be considered
to depict these processes and develop business-models that help foster health
and not a single pharmaceutical manufacturer, for instance.
Beyond this economical considerations, research is needed to evaluate societal impact. Neither all individual nor all societies can aﬀord the best therapies for themselves. How will health recommender systems address this aspect
of applicability and aﬀordability? Maybe we even reduce eﬀectiveness of a treatment, just by showing therapies that are too expensive for a patient [81]. Therefore a naive recommender system could —if globally applied— deteriorate overall
health. The authority of the doctor also lies in matching medical needs and ﬁnancial possibilities. If recommender systems come into play how does this aﬀect a
society as a whole? Does it aﬀect the trust in medical professionals? Does it raise
distrust in elites?
This also brings up the diﬀerence in culture and the applicability of recommender systems. In particular when looking at food or nutritional recommendations it is necessary to incorporate eﬀects of culture and cultural tastes [82].
Beyond this superﬁcial limitations, diﬀerences in health perception may play a
deeper role, when building a health recommender system. In particular, the cultural diﬀerences in perceptions of gender or ethnicity may play into the design
[83]. Questions that need be raised go in the direction of: How is technology
perceived within diﬀerent cultures? What is the eﬀect of culture on perceptions
of risk, privacy, and uncertainty? Does culture play a role in determining the
role of individual and group beneﬁt?
Lastly, the area of ethical implications of health recommender systems
must be explored. While we do know some eﬀects of traditional recommender
systems, such as the ﬁlter bubble [84], we have not fully ﬁgured out the longterm consequences of these eﬀects. When applying these eﬀects to the area of
health, the risk of overlooking relevant options might be much more costly for
an individual of for society as a whole. But beyond these transferable eﬀects, we
must consider further ethical implications.
When recommender systems for health become eﬀective and help in reducing health care cost, the question may become disconcerting whether individuals
are still allowed to withhold their data because of privacy concerns. How much
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individual freedom is worth how much global health expenditure. The unwillingness to share medical data might increase the cost of therapy and therefore
prevent funds to be used elsewhere, indirectly costing other people’s health and
lives. When recommender systems can be benchmarked in a fashion that makes
this cost tangible, will they eﬀectively kill privacy? Does revealing the space
of possibilities (and thus the space of impossibilities) help improve health for
everyone or only for a selected few? How will pervasive personalized health recommendations inﬂuence individual psycho-social development and in extension
the Zeitgeist? We, as a society and as researchers, must ﬁnd ways to decide what
role recommender systems will play in the future — both in health and in other
ﬁelds.
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